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MGEX WHEAT RECAP 
Tuesday, July 07, 2015 

Futures Settlements: Cash: Delivered Rail Chicago/Beyond (includes $0.15/bu BN fee) 

 Close Chg Today's 
Volume 

AM 
O.I. 

O.I 
Chg 

Protein: 12.0-13.0% 13.0-13.5% 14.0-14.5% 15.0-16% 

MWU5 623-4s   -7-6 3983 26400 -836 Basis MWU: +10/+20 +30/+75 +110/+140 +300/+400 

MWZ5 638-0s   -8-0 1687 16989 +53 Info:  cars/bid cars/cars bid/cars cars/cars 

MWH6 648-6s   -8-0 310 8036 +153 Change: unch/unch unch  unch/unch 

MWK6 654-0s   -9-0 162 2032 +108 Mpls Truck:  -35 +15 +40 

MWN6 657-4s   -9-2 55 1712 +127 Portland July-MWU Aug-MWU Sep-MWU  

MWU6 642-6s   -8-4 11 213 +0 14%proBasis  +90/+130 +100/+140 +110/+140  

Totals:   6,218 55,658 -422  dn 40/dn 10 dn 30/unch dn 20/unch  

Cash Exchanges: 559 Options: 14 

Receipts on the Floor:   
189 cars and 3 trains 

Implied vols: LOWER 
U: 31.5%, Z: 27, H 24 

HRS & HRW basis continue to be very weak as the market absorbs 
recent farmer sales. There are 721 outstanding warehouse receipts 
registered for delivery against MW.  

Commentary: 
Wheat, corn, and soybeans all closed lower again today. Once again, corn and wheat bounced off of 
lows but soybeans are struggling with China woes and closed sharply lower, near daily lows. Macro 
sentiment was negative for commodity prices as financial markets are jittery on both Chinese and EU 
headlines.  
 
Forecasts are beginning to suggest potential for heat to build in the US 10-14 days out, which could 
potentially stress later pollinating corn. However, benign conditions are offered up until then. Canadian 
forecasts are wetter in the 6-10 day but confidence is low given ongoing drought conditions. Record 
heat scorching Europe will moderate but little to no rain is offered. This is accelerating harvest in the 
south, potentially trimming German yields and definitely hurting corn.  
 
After the close, Egypt’s GASC issued a snap tender. This should help clarify the situation regarding the 
implementation of the Russian export tax. Reuters reports that exporters are in dispute with Russian 
customs officials over how the tax is calculated. Exporters have been charged anywhere from $7 to $30 
per tonne when they expected to be charged less than $1/tonne. So far the dispute has not changed 
forward cash offers but tonight’s GASC tender should verify that. If Russian offers are little changed, it 
suggest confidence among exporters that the dispute with customs will be easily resolved and the tax 
implemented as expected. However, if Russian offers are significantly higher than expected, wheat 
prices may have to quickly price in additional risk premium as this would suggest that the Russian 
government is increasing the tax through setting the benchmark price (rather than using the contract 
price), raising the cost to the exporter. 
 
MW-W and MW-KW intermarket premiums saw follow-through strength in morning trade but profit-
taking showed up to cap the rally.  Some resistance is noted around 40-42 in both MU/KU and MU/WU. 
We are buyers on breaks in both MW-W and MW-KW intermarket spreads risking last weeks’ lows.   
 
SRW calendar spreads were well bid today and this appears to be a fade given weakness in cash 
market and the net long fund position. WU/Z should trade back to a double digit carry. –Austin Damiani 


